BECAUSE WE
KNOW, WHAT
YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR...

BRESSO 13

Nitello SHINE 04

Do you always
choose the
best for your
child and you?
Nitello SHINE 03

Excellent! By choosing Bebetto strollers you
can be sure, that you will get the most innovative solutions that can protect you from many
inconveniences. Look closer at the technologies used in suspension, functionality and
safety areas. It is the attention to each detail
that makes every walk a great pleasure.

hine

Nitello SHINE
SHINE 01

Choose the Nitello SHINE collection
and stand out from the gray. Glossy
eco-leather presents itself amazingly
in every light.

Bobostello Mars car seat is available in colour, matched
to the shopping bag colour (black).

SHINE 01

SHINE 02

SHINE 03

SHINE 04

SHINE 05

SHINE 06

SHINE 07

Nitello SHINE.
Gloss and shine.

Watch Nitello,
feel the lightness,
choose your comfort.
Shock absorbed, compact-size
frame and absolutely new seat unit.
Have you found your favourite
pattern?
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Bobostello
Mars car seat is available in colour, matched
to the shopping bag colour (black).
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NITELLO 02

Tito SHINE
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Tito SHINE collection
is a combination of shiny
fabrics and shimmering
eco-leather elements.
Proposition for the ones
who like to emphasize
their style.
SHINE 02
Bobostello Mars car seat is available in colour, matched
to the shopping bag colour (black).

Top shelf
solutions

black + black

Frame
colour

white + graphite

Shock absorbing suspension, comfortable folding system and elegant detailed
finishing. It is one of the best options, if
you’re looking for a pram with wide range
of features.

Available colour of carseat and umbrella
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Winner of Grand Prix For Kids Prague
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CH01

CH02

CH03

CH04

CH16

CH17

Available coloour of carseat and umbrella

CH04

Frame colour: white + graphite

CH04

Quilted eco-leather harmonizes
perfectly with the smooth
colours of fabric

TITO S-LINE

If you are looking for
something more...

Torino Si

This model is dedicated to ones that like
fancy style. Gold frame, embroidery
and delicate details look amazing
with the black upholstery.

Elegant backpack instead of
a changing bag lets you have
all the necessities you need
while strolling.

Si 01

Torino has a modern seat unit.
Innovative mounting system, two-sided
mattress (one side covered with soft
cotton) and a conveniently detachable
armrest - all those factors makes this
model a great choice.

Si 01

Bobostello Mars car seat is available in colour, matched to the shopping bag colour (black).

Si 02
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Torino

Compact-size carrycot with a hood made of
eco-leather, comfortable and functional seat
unit and care for each detail – this model is
a proposition for the most demanding ones.

Frame colour: white + white
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Reversible
seat-unit
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Elegant reflective
overprint

Metal logo that
catches the eye

Bobostello Mars car seat is available in two colours, matched to the shopping bag colour (black or graphite).

Frame colour: black + black
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#LUCA

Luca VERO

*

VERO 01

*

VERO 01

VERO 02

VERO 01

Real face of style and
functionality

*

VERO 03

In VERO collection you’ll find many elements
made of eco-leather. Just look at the stylish
handles, that not only look great, but they are
also nice to touch, which is great during long
walks.
* handlebar in an eco-leather colour

Bobostello Mars car seat is available in colour, matched to the shopping bag colour (black).
Frame colour: black + black.

Luca

One-coloured upholstery
and unique brown eco-leather
details. By choosing this
model you can be sure
that it’s not only attractive
but also safe and comfy.

Frame colour

black + black

grey + graphite
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Attractive and capacious
changing bag
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Bobostello Mars car seat is available in two colours, matched to the shopping bag colour (black or graphite).

Luca PRO

PRO 05

black handlebar / black footrest

A combination of elegance and functionality.
Thanks to the glossy eco-leather that covers
the whole carrycot, it looks simply amazing.

PRO 01

PRO 01 - PRO 04 | brown handlebar / brown footrest

Unique embroidery
in a handlebar colour
looks great on the black
eco-leather

PRO 04

PRO 02

PRO 03

PRO 04
Bobostello Mars car seat is available in colour, matched to the shopping bag colour (black). Frame colour: black + black

W33

W39

W45

W47

W48

W49

W50

W51

W52

Holland

DESIGN AND COMFORT

W08

Available colour of carseat and umbrella

LJ195

Unique look, easy-to-fold system
and wide functionality is appreciated
by every parent. That’s a pram
you can rely on.

Frame colour

graphite + graphite

HOLLAND W51

white + black

#relax
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* Available with grey handlebar only

Bresso 20

Bresso
Bresso 13

Frame colour

Combination of modern design,
lightweight construction and variety
of features. This pram is marked
and it is gladly chosen by moms.

graphite + graphite

white + graphite

Available colour of carseat and umbrella

01

VULCANO
Around
the city style
This pram is marked by a solid and simple
construction, that’s why it is great for
everyday strolling. Great model if you’re
looking for practical features.

V06

V07

white + black

V08

white + black

V03

VULCANO S-Line

SL10
VULCANO S-Line
graphite + black

V02

Available colour of carseat and umbrella

V

VULCANO V

S-LINE

SL02

SL08

SL09

SL10

SL11

SL12

SL13

SHINE 02

SHINE 03

SHINE 04

SHINE 05

SHINE 06

Frame colour: black + black

Bobostello Mars car seat is available in colour, matched to the shopping bag colour (black).

SHINE 01

SHINE 01

SHINE 07

SHINE 08

New project of seat unit,
light weight and shiny
colours attracting an eye

Nico
SHINE

Grey upholstery mixed with a shiny
eco-leather. Choose your favourite colour!

Nico stroller
in your rhythm

Carrycot with a changing bag
(optional)

It is available in many colours. Nico
is a great proposition for ones looking
for functional features.

B28

white + black

LJ195

graphite + black

NICO 08
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LJ195

Available colour of car seat.

Frame colour

Nico ESTILO

Reversible
seat-unit

ESTILO 01

Bobostello Mars car seat, carrycot and a changing bag is available in black colour.

ESTILO 01

ESTILO collection is a proposition for ones that like original solutions. Combine black upholstery with a frame and details in one
of three stylish colours.

ESTILO 01

ESTILO 02

ESTILO 03

copper + black

silver + black

gold + black

Stylish overprint
Glossy overprint at the right side
of the canopy looks great on
the black upholstery.
L 202
Carrycot with a changing bag (optional).

Stability, agility, functional
features and wide range
of configurations
Standard version comes with 2 carrycots and 2 seats.
Sport version comes with 2 seats, with an option to
upgrade with a carrycot.

02
Available colour of car seat and umbrella

white + black

Bebetto42
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04

graphite + black

02

Bebetto42 Sport

01

black + black

01

Carrycot
(optional for the
Bebetto42 Sport)

#CALMNESS

For your child every

walk is a really important event. That’s
why you don’t want to think about
operating a pram, but all you want to
do is to spend quality time with your
kid and allow him to explore the world

around him. In Bebetto we are fully
aware about that and we do all that we
can to make every walk a real pleasure
for you and your child.

Ventilation
UV50+

Pram upholstery structure
was designed to protect your
child from UV rays.

Ventilation net in a carrycot
allows to transfer the warm
air out from the stroller.

NITELLO 03

PEHD
Carrycot bottom is made
from plastic and that’s
why it’s lightweight and
solid.

Aluminium
Aluminium frames in Bebetto
strollers combine solidity
and light weight.

Side shock
absorbers
Adjustable side Soft/Hard
shock absorbers let you
adjust it to the suspension
you walk on.

Hidden Axles

NITELLO 04

Hidden Axles system allows
you to hide them in a frame,
that protects you from losing
them or scratching other elements.

bebetto.eu

Thanks to the technologies
used in Bebetto, strolling
on uneven surfaces will not
disturb your child’s sleep.

Hood
Thanks to the hood
adjustment you can
protect your child from
cold wind and high sun.

Ventilation
Ventilation net allows an extra air flow
in a stroller. Furthermore it is an extra
window that lets you keep an
eye on your child.

Crotch belt
By detaching the crotch
belt you can put your child
in a convenient position.

Handle
Thanks to the handle
adjustment it is really easy to
operate the stroller no matter
what your height is.

Backrest
Wide backrest adjustment
allows you to put your child
in a comfortable position.

Flexy wheels

Footrest
Footrest is adjustable, which
allows you to put your child
in the most comfortable
position

Non-pneumatic wheels are
currently used in chosen models
(Torino, Nitello, Tito SHINE,
Bebetto42)

INNOVATIONS

Soft / Hard
absorber
Side shock absorbers are great thing
that maximizes comfort for your child
in a stroller. You can arrange it in a hard

Suspension is a key factor
in every stroller. Innovations
in this area make strolling
comfortable for your child.

or soft mode, which is different on
a sett or even surface. Therefore – we
do what we can to protect your child’s
sleep from disturbance.

SAS (Shock Absorption System)

Rear shock
absorber

Shock Absorption System improves ride comfort – especially
while riding on sett surface or approaching the sidewalk curb.
Each swivel mechanism has its own shock absorber which

Rear shock absorbers are adjustable

allows them to work separately.

and that’s why you can arrange them
in soft or hard mode depending on the
type of surface you walk on. Regulation

DMS (Direction Memory System)

mechanism is really easy and it
consists on the change of spring.

The Direction Memory System is designed to remember
the position which the wheel had before losing contact
with the surface. When the wheels detach from the surface,
they don’t spin around their own axis and they won’t block after
touching the ground again.

FLEXY WHEELS
SOFT
By setting a shock absorber in a soft
position, a stroller is much more

Flexy Wheels is the completely innovative solution. Thanks to that
you don’t need to worry about the air pressure in the tires – they
always have stable shape. Their weight and flexibility doesn’t differ
from pumped wheels. Flexy wheels are prevented from puncture.

flexible, which minimalizes vibrations
on a frame while the stroller

HARD

is obtaining an obstacle.

Hard suspension is great while
travelling on even surfaces.

HIDDEN AXLE
Hiding axles in a construction prevents from
scratching other element by axles’ sharp edges.
This technology also protects from losing them.

SUSPENSION

Plugging system
Plugging system used in Bebetto strollers allow
you to install carrycots, seat units or – after using
adapters – car seats of many popular brands.

ANTI FINGER-TRAP
Covered blocking system of the construction
prevents you from trapping your finger while
unfolding or folding the stroller.

AUTOBLOCKER
Autoblocker system is a solution that prevents
the frame from unassisted unfolding. Mechanism
blocks itself automatically and you don’t need to
remember about supplementary protection.

EASY TO FOLD SYSTEM
A handy button which is localized at the top part
of the stroller frame, makes folding down really
easy. To fold down the stroller you just need
to arrange the wheels front-facing, squeeze
the button and gently push the frame.

FOLDING-DOWN

CONVENIENCES

Bebetto strollers distinguish theirself with
many handy features.This kind of details
makes operating prams really convenient,
protecting you from many unpleasant
situations.

STOP&GO BRAKE
Curved shape of the brake pedal allows you to stop
or release the lock of the stroller by gently pressing on it.

Removable bag

Foldable carrycot

In many Bebetto models at the
bottom of it there is a removable bag. Thanks to that solution you can easily empty your
basket which makes folding
the frame much easier.

Carrycot can be folded down
and thanks to that it doesn’t
take much place while storing
it. This solution is really important when every centimeter of
a cartrunk is crucial.

Adjustable backrest

Magnetic snaps

External adjustment of a backrest
in a carrycot makes it easy to put
your child in a semi-lying position.
To adjust the backrest you just
need to swivel the external knob.

In majority of Bebetto strollers
there are magnetic snaps, that
makes it easy to detach and
attach aprons. This solution is
used well in carrycot and in a
seat unit

Carrycot ventilation

Carrycot bottom

Grids at the bottom of carrycot
provide extra air-flow in a pram.
They can be regulated depending
on what are the current weather
conditions.

Carrycot has a rounded bottom,
which allows you to gently rock
your child in it. It is great while
putting your child to sleep. After
unfolding four kickstands you can
fully stabilize it.

System UV50+

MULTICOMFORT
Bobostello adapters let you install car seat of almost
every brand on a Bebetto frame. Backlash reduction system and adjustment of an inclination angle – those are
really innovative factors which let you transport your
child in an optimal position (lying – for a child up to 6
months old, and seating – for a child that can seat
independently).

Pram fabric structure was
designed to protect your child
from UV Rays. Thanks to this
high sun protection you can
minimalize the danger of allergies and skin diseases.

Changing backpack
Its large capacity provides you an easy
access to essential baby changing accessories (not available in Nico).

Cup holder
Keeps your favourite drink within reach.

Mosquito net
Protects your baby from mosquitoes
and flying insects, ventilation holes
allow fresh air to circulate
(not available in Nico and B42 Sport).

PVC rain cover
Highly transparent rain cover protects
your child during rainy days.

STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

Bebetto products are equipped with many practical
accessories. They surely expand the functionality
of a stroller that make strolling much easier.

Aside from the standard equipment, we
also offer many additional accessories
of Bobostello brand. All elements are
perfectly matched to all the Bebetto
models.

Wheel covers
Protect your floor out of dirt after
coming home from outside.

Umbrella
Effectively protects from high sun
while strolling.

Set of lights
Car seat

Attachable to the stroller to increase
visibility at night and in the dark.

Provides comfort and safety for your
child while travelling in a car.

ADDITIONAL

EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL DATA

Bresso

A-124 / B-60,5

A-13,9 / B-106,5

A-14 / B-94,5

A-8,9 / B-71,5 / C-113

A - 3,5 / B-83 / C-30

A-36 / B-32

A-5 / B-78 / C-19,5

A-5,1 / B-50 / C-27 / D-20

Tito

A-125 / B-58

A-13,8 (SHINE-14,2) /
B-100

A-14,2 (SHINE-14,6) /
B-90

A-9,2 / B-72 / C-113

A-3,5 / B-81 / C-43

A-36 / B-32

A-4,6 (SHINE-5) / B-79 / C-18

A-5 (SHINE-5,4) / B-50 / C-27 /
D-20

Luca

A-123 / B-60,5

A-13,5 (PRO-14,1 / VERO13,5) B-106

A-13,7 (PRO-14 / VERO13,7) / B-100

A-8,6 / B-71 / C-114

A-3,5 / B-80,5 / C-36

A-34 / B-32

A-4,9 (PRO-5,5 / VERO - 4,9) /
B-78 / C-19,5

A-5,1 (PRO-5,4 / VERO-5,1) /
B-50 / C-27 / D-20

Torino

A-124 / B-59

A-13,7 / B-107

A-14,6 / B-106,5

A-9,1 / B-76 / C-113

A-3,5 / B-82 / C-41

A-34 / B-31

A-4,6 / B-78 / C-19,5

A-5,5 / B-50 / C-27 / D-20

Holland

A-124 / B-61

A-13,4 / B-102

A-14,1 / B-93

A-9,1 / B-70 / C-113

A-3,5 / B-79 / C-36

A-36 / B-32

A-4,3 / B-79 / C-18

A-5 / B-50 / C-27 / D-20

Vulcano

A-125 / B-60

A-13 / B-99

A-13,9 / B-97

A-8,8 / B-70 / C-113

A-3,5 / B-87 / C-32

A-36 / B-32

A-4,2 / B-79 / C-19

A-5,1 / B-50 / C-27 / D-20

B42 / B42 Sport

A-112 / B-61

A-17,3 / B-136

A-20 / B-124

A-10,8 / B-73 / C-115

A-3,5 / B-95 / C-35,5

A-35 / B-28

A-3,1 / B-68 / C-17

A-4,4 / B-51 / C-22 / D-20

Nico / ESTILO /
SHINE

-

-

A-13,8 / B-89

A-8,7 / B-70 / C-113

A-3,5 / B-87 / C-33

B-32

-

A-5,1 (SHINE-5,4) / B-50 / C-27
/ D-20

Nitello
/ SHINE

A-117/ B-60

A-12,5 / B-104

A-14,6 / B-106,5

A-8,2 / B-76 / C-113

A-3,5 / B-82 / C-41

A-34 / B-32

A-4,3 / B-78 / C-19,5

A-4,9 / B-50 / C-27 / D-20

Metric dimensions are shown in centimeters. The measured weight may vary from the actual weight by (+/-) 200 g. Technical data is based on Bresso
02 on graphite frame, Tito 03 on black frame, Torino 01 on black frame, Luca 01, PRO 01, VERO 01 on black frame, Holland W45 on white frame, Vulcano
SL07 on white frame, Nico 01 on white frame, Nico ESTILO 01 on copper frame, Bebetto42 03 on white frame.

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.
The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the product.
All Bebetto strollers are manufactured in accordance with standard EN 1888:2012.
Publication date: February 2019.

PPH ARO Karoń Sp. J.
ul. Ludowa 265
42-200 Częstochowa
POLAND

tel. +48 34 375 20 20
bebetto@bebetto.pl
bebetto.eu

